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The Honorable Willlam V. Roth, Jr.
Ranking Minority Member
Committee on Governmental Affairs
IJmted States Senate
Dear Senator Roth:
In response to your request, we have assessed the Department of
Defense’s (DOD’S) progress in implementing its spare parts initiatives.
The Secretary of Defense announced the initiatives in July and August
1983 to improve the procurement of spare parts. A more detailed discussion of these initiatives is provided in appendix I
We previously reported to you1 on spare parts acquisition at the San
Antonio Air Logistics Center (SA-ALC) Aviation Systems Command, Ships
Parts Control Center, and Defense Electronics Supply Center. Our
follow-up work was performed at these same activities and this report
presents the results of our review at SA-ALC, including the followmg.
l

l

l

l

Information on the price growth during the two periods we examined.
(See app. III.)
An evaluation of the adequacy of the price analysis procurement officials performed during each of these periods (See app. IV )
An assessment of the personnel changes made in response to the imtiatives. (See app. V )
Our observations on how implementing selected initiatives could be
improved. (See app. VI.)
Our methodology is explained in appendix II. The results of our review
are summarized below and presented m more detail m the appendixes.
We will issue separate reports on the Aviation Systems Command,
Defense Electromcs Supply Center, and the Ships Parts Control Center
We compared the prices on 15,938 procurements totaling S190.7 million
to determine the changes that occurred during the 12-month period
ending March 31, 1985. Our review showed that 7 percent of the
procurements experienced price growth of 25 percent or more while 56
percent had either no price change or a price decrease. We could not
‘-rove
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quantify the extent to which the initiatives, as opposed to other factors,”
helped achieve these results. However, we found substantial evidence
that the initiatives are being implemented and it is likely that they have
had an effect. For example, SA-ALC is now buying in larger quantities and
avoiding frequent, buys of small quantities, as required by one of the
initiatives. Further, additional personnel have been trained and allocated to the procurement function, and performance evaluation factors
have been changed to emphasize the need for quality pricing. Also, estimated prices are being prepared by the Directorate of Competition
Advocacy and provided to procurement officials for use m future price
analyses.
While these efforts provide reasons for optimism, ample opportunity
exists for further improvement We found, for example, that inadequate
price analyses occurred m 34.6 percent of our sampled procurements
with price growth of 25 percent or more. Price growth of this magnitude
should prompt close scrutiny. Further, inadequate price analyses
occurred frequently on first time procurements (36.6 percent of our
sample) and procurements with price decreases (30.6 percent of our
sample). Adequate price analyses on first time procurements are particularly important because the acceptability of future prices often
depends on how they compare with first time prices.
After receiving a draft of this report, the Air Force issued a letter to all
commands outlining price analyses pitfalls and citing the examples of
inadequate price analyses contained in the report The letter requested
appropriate officials to remind buyers of these pitfalls and to ask buyers
to examine their use during price analyses. (See app. VII.)
We identified two areas that need improvement to better achieve the
intent of the mitiatives: the Voluntary Refund Program and purchase
request consolidation. Air Force activities (primarily the SA-AIC Competition Advocate) had identified, as of September 1985, over $2 1 million in
potential voluntary refunds to the Directorate of Contracting and Manufacturing. However, only $121,290, or less than 1 percent had been
refunded. We also found that, in some instances, procurement officials
were not taking advantage of opportunities to consolidate purchase
requests. We found four contracts in our random sample where consolidation should have occurred. As a result, we performed further analyses
%hanges m spare parts prices could have been the result ot several factors Certainly lower Inflation
dnd improvement m the economy, probably played mqor roles The attention given spare parts by
top DOD officials and efforts by contractors to mmimue pnce growth and avoid adverqc media pubhWy probably also contributed
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and found 254 procurements valued at $4.3 million were made for ldentical spare parts, up to 30 days apart.
We briefed SA-ALC officials on the results of our analyses. According to
these officials, SA-ALC has made progress in consolidating procurements
but can still improve The Air Force indicated m its informal comments
on a draft of this report that additional corrective actions had been
taken and that we had not adequately recogmzed SA-ALC'S efforts on the
voluntary refund program. Au Force officials pointed out that as of
May 1986, voluntary refunds totaled $394,397 and the remaining cases
were being actively reviewed.
The Air Force also explained that the situation at SA-AU: during our
review was unique. The Directorate of Competition Advocacy’s responsiblhties and procedures were evolving and being refined while the
Du-e&orate of Contracting and Manufacturing was experiencing a
growing work load and a shortage of personnel that demanded primary
emphasis be given to current procurement Thus, progress under the
voluntary refund program suffered from a low priority
The An Force Logistics Command recognized this problem and has,
since completion of our review, reduced the role of its Competition
Advocates m referring potential voluntary refunds to the Directorates
of Contracting and Manufacturing for resolution. Under the change, routme procurements that made up the vast majority of awards for spare
parts will no longer be subject to referrals from the Advocates to the
Directorates of Contracting and Manufacturing. This will undoubtedly
reduce or substantially eliminate the need for the Directorate of Contracting and Manufacturing to resolve referrals for voluntary refunds
because there will be very few. This change, however, does not seem
consistent with the Secretary’s mltlatlve to “aggressively pursue” voluntary refunds.
Since the Air Force alerted the five logistics centers to some of the “prtfalls” discussed m this report and mstltuted additional action to
improve consolidation of procurement requests, we are not making any
recommendations on any matter discussed in this report except the issue
of voluntary refunds. On this matter, we recommend that the Secretary
of the Au Force reestablish the requirement for Competition Advocates
to make referrals when appropriate, and direct the Directorates of Contracting and Manufacturing to resolve referrals within a reasonable time
period
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As arranged with your Office, unless you publicly announce its contents
earlier, we plan no further distribution of this report until 30 days from
the date of the report. At that time, we will send copies to the Secretaries of Defense and Air Force and the Chairmen of the Senate and
House Armed Services and Appropriations Committees. We will also
send copies to interested parties and make copies available to others
upon request.
Sincerely yours,

Frank C. Conahan
Assistant Comptroller
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In July and August 1983, the Secretary of Defense set the tone for the
non position on unwarranted price growth and excessive pricing on
spare parts procurement In two memorandums, the Secretary
announced a series of mitiatives such as
l
l
l
l

refunds on a voluntary or legal basis;
procedures for debarring and/or suspending contractors;
refusal to do business with contractors guilty of excessive pricmg; and
identification of alternate sources, including foreign sources.
The Secretary of Defense requested each service and the Defense Logistics Agency (DLA) to initiate comprehensive programs to fully address
the problem In addition, the Secretary called for efforts by the DOD
Inspector General and the Deputy Secretary of Defense and established
an office of Spares Program Management The Secretary’s memorandums and the responses from the services and DLA have produced a corrective action plan commonly referred to as the “spare parts
initiatives ”
The Congress, also concerned with spare parts procurement, enacted the
Defense Procurement Reform Act of 1984’ which requires DODto
address spare parts pricing problems by

refusing to enter into contracts unless the proposed prices are fair and
reasonable;
. contmumg and accelerating ongomg efforts to improve defense contracting procedures to encourage effective competition and ensure fair
and reasonable prices;
. using standard or commercial parts whenever such use is technically
acceptable and cost effective,
acquiring replenishment parts m economic order quantities and on a
multiyear basis whenever feasible, practicable, and cost effective; and
reexamining the policies relatmg to acquisition, pricmg, and management of replenishment spare parts and techmcal data related to such
parts
l

l

l

In 1984, several congressional requesters asked us to analyze growth m
spare parts prices and to discuss DOD’Simprovement mltiatives and thenstatus. Our report on these matters, DODImtiatives to Improve the
Acquisition of Spare Parts (GAO/NSIAD-86-52,Mar 11, 1986), noted DOD’S
‘Sectmn 1201 of the Defense Authorization Act, 198.5,was drslgnated the Defense Procurement
Iivform Act of 1984
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progress although it will take time to fully implement the initiatives.
The report also noted that from January 1980 through August 1983
significant price growth occurred in the procurement of spare parts at
four non locations;
. contractors’ prices were, in many cases, accepted by DOD procurement
officials2 without challenge;
management emphasized the number of awards made rather than the
quality of prices obtained;
. procurement officials were encouraged to limit the amount of analysis
performed on low dollar value procurements, and
DOD announced the spare parts initiatives and established a system for
monitoring their progress.
l

l

l

In 1985, the Chairman, Senate Committee on Governmental Affairs,
requested a follow-up review. As agreed with the Committee’s representatives, we did the follow-up at the same DOD locations where we performed our earlier work and will report the results separately by
location (Air Force, Army, DLA, and Navy). This report, the first of four
on the results of our follow-up review, addresses SA-ALC, San Antonio,
Texas
2The term “procurement offwals” refers to buyers and principal contractmg officers
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Our review ob,jectives were to determine whether
growth in spare parts prices had improved when compared with the
growth reported in our earlier review,
the improvement, if any, indicated that the mltiatives were working,
the adequacy of price analyses on mdividual procurements had
improved as compared with the results shown m our earlier report;
personnel changes required by the uutiatives had been implemented,
and
9 changes, other than personnel related changes, mdicate that various mltiatives are being followed
l

l
l

l

To meet the review ObJectives, we.
Identified price changes that occurred on procurements made during the
12-month period ending March 31, 1985, and grouped these changes into
four categories-price
decreases, prices that remained unchanged, price
increases of up to 24 9 percent, and price increases of 25 percent or
more.
. Analyzed whether factors such as competition, changes m quantity, and
dollar value influence price behavior. We had performed the same analyses during our previous review
. Selected a statistical sample of 165 procurements (contract files) from a
universe of 15,938 procurements to evaluate the adequacy of price analyses performed by procurement officials on mdividual procurements
and compared the results to those from our previous review
Determined if SA-ALC had made changes m its personnel evaluation
system as required by the mltiatives.
Determined the rmmber of competitive awards and the number of
procurements for which quantities had increased from previous buys
(The imtiatives emphasize the need for competition as well as buying m
larger quantities to avoid frequent buys of small quantities )
l

l

l

To make umt, price comparisons, we obtained the SA-AI,(: procurement
history master file This file contains detailed procurement mformation
on all SA-AIL:procurements, mcludmg end items, mltial provisionmg
items, equipment modification and overhaul, and rcplemshment spare
parts. We were concerned only with rcplemshmcnt spare parts and elimmated procurements not meeting that defmition from the data file with
the help of SA-AIL: Data Systems Branch, Directorate of Contractmg and
Manufacturmg personnel.
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We also excluded unpriced orders because price comparisons cannot be
made on spare parts procured under such arrangements.* We included
basic ordering agreements and other similar agreements in our sampling
unless government representatives at contractor plants or other locations determined the final price We excluded those procurements priced
at other locations because our objective was to assess the adequacy of
price

analysis

at SAA-ALC

Although engine spare parts represent about half the total dollars SA-AIX
spends on replenishment spares, we eliminated them from our universe
during our previous review because the DOD Inspector General was performing a study of engine parts. To mamtam as much consistency as
possible with data developed m the previous review, we also ehmmated
engine parts from this review.
We used computer analysis to compare price changes for each item. This
analysis compared the most recent unit price within our time frame
(April 1, 1984, through March 31, 1985) to the second most recent unit
prlcc and then compared the second most recent unit price to the third
most recent unit price If an item was procured only once during our
review period, no comparison was made unless a procurement occurred
between January 1, 1980, and April 1,1984.
This process resulted in 10,531 umt price comparisons If the interval
between purchases exceeded 1 year, we adJusted percentage price
changes by dlvldmg 365 days by the number of days between procurements and multiplying this amount by the actual percentage price
change.
Annual percentage
price change

=

365
Number of days
between procurements

x

Actual percentage
price change

If the interval between procurements was less than 1 year, we made no
adjustment
Our work covered any nonengine replenishment spare parts proeuremcnts for 1 year and compared them with procurements which had
occurred m that same year or earlier, as far back as January 1, 1980
---..-.----
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Our earlier report covered procurements for 3-l/2 years between January 1, 1980, and June 30, 1983, a period in which both procurements
had to occur. Because of the difference m designs, the earlier study contamed a higher proportion of more frequently purchased Items and used
a shorter period for developing comparisons. These differences could
affect the proportion of items purchased at relatively longer mtervals
included in the two periods. Thus, the results of the two studies cannot
be directly compared.
Our results portray price growth withm each period for those procurements which met our selection crrterra. They also indicate some price
growth differences, but because of the design differences noted above,
the exact difference between periods is not known. However, because of
the large number of procurements involved, we believe the results provide an indicator of change between periods
To measure improvement, if any, in the adequacy of price analyses, we
randomly sampled procurements from five categorres single procurements (or buys), those procurements with price decreases, those without
price change, those with price increases up to 24 9 percent, and those
with price increases of 25 percent or more. We established the sampling
plan using the number and dollar value m each category, m addition to
the results of our review on the first 50 sample contracts.
Price analysis is defined as the process used to determine whether the
offered price-before
making a contract award-Is fair and reasonable
To evaluate the adequacy of the price analyses performed, we used criteria contained in the Federal Acqursitlon Regulations (FAR), the no11FAN
Supplctmcnt, and the Armed Servrces Prlcmg Manual Number Two
We based our analysis on the mformatlon contained m the SA-AK procurement history master file Although we did not perform a formal rehablhty assessment of this data base, we did verify that 98 percent of the
award dates, national stock numbers, and umt prices in our sample contracts were recorded correctly m the automated file
WC did not review the implementation of each initlatlve nor could we
identify improvements m relation to specrflc mltlatlvtts. Although we
drd not evaluate the implementation of each mrtlatlve, we attempted to
identify, based on dlscussxons with procurement offrclals and a review
of procurement files, those mstances where rt was evident that selected
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initiatives were not being adequately implemented. Our review was performed in accordance with generally accepted government auditing
standards.
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Influence Price
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Our review indicated that spare parts prices were moving In the right
direction. The figures shown m table III 1 reflect an 18.Spercent
Increase m procurements with decreased or unchanged prices, fewer
(6.3 percent) procurements with higher pnces, and a decrease of 48 pcrcent m procurements with price increases of 25 percent or more over
data from our previous review. Table 111.2presents this data m terms of
dollars and reflects a 22 5-percent increase m decreased or unchanged
prices, fewer (2 percent) with higher prices, and a decrease of 58 percent m price mcreases of 25 percent or more
-----_.---.

Spare Parts Prices

Table 111.1:SA-ALC Spare Parts
Prqcurements
by Price Change
Category In Transactlons

Category
Puce decrease
No change In price
0 to 24 9% increase
25% or more Increase
Total

___-___-_-.-----___

~_--___-

Dunng the 42 months
Durmg the 12 months
ended June 30,1983
ended March 31,1985 _
Number of
Number of
transactions
Percent transactions
Percent
47 4
12,005
36 2
4,993
108
85
3,567
897
13,141
39 7
3,919
37 2
4,419
133
722
69
33.132
100.0
10.531
100.0

--

Table 111.2.SA-ALC Spare Parts
Procurements
by Price Change
Category m Dollars

Dollars In mllllons

Category
Pr& decrease
No change in price
0 to 24 9% increase
25% or more increase
Total

During the 42 months
ended June 30,1983
Percent
Dollars
$189 8
34 9
51 9
96
2166
39 9
-848
156
$543.1
100.0

During the 12 months
ended March 31,1985Percent
Dollars
$90 6
47 5
133
70
74 3
39 0
125
65
$190.7
100.0

These changes in spare parts prices could have been the result of several
factors Certainly, lower inflation and Improvement m the economy
have played maJor roles, as could the attention given spare parts pricing
by top DOI) officials. Adverse media publicity may also have played a
role. DOD’Smltlatlves were also likely to have had a favorable effect on
spare parts because:
l

M-AK increased the proportion of procurements mvolvmg larger quantlties, thereby supporting the initiative to take advantage of economic
order quantities and avoid frequent buys of small quantities
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had 240 new employees m procurement and had provided on-theJob training. In responding to other initiatives, SA-ALC revised its evaluation system for people working m procurement and established a system
of rewards designed to recognize employees who had obtained competition on spare parts that had been procured from one source.
SA-AIL

Another uutiative calls for “mstitutmg actions to identify disparities m
spare parts prices. . " SA-ALC established a price analysis division in its
Directorate of Competition Advocacy to independently develop target
prices for spare parts. These target prices are provided to buyers m the
Directorate of Contracting and Manufacturmg for their use in evaluating
and negotiatmg proposed prices. These target prices can also serve as
indicators that pursumg voluntary refunds may be appropriate
We believe that the spare parts mitiatives, as reflected in the various
actions taken by SA-AX, have contributed to the favorable direction
spare parts prices have taken, but room exists for improvement m the
adequacy of price analyses. However, we could not separate the effects
of the initiatives from those other factors that have had a favorable
effect on spare parts prices at SA-AIX=

Factors That Influence
Spare Parts Prices
,-

(Jompetition

---

--

As m our earlier review, we analyzed three factors to determine if they
influenced price behavior. competitive versus noncompetitive procurement, quantities procured, and dollar value of procurement. The results
of both our previous and current reviews are presented below
In the earlier review, we compared price increases m competitive
procurements with those m noncompetitive procurements, and found
that 58 percent of the noncompetitive procurements, compared to 43
percent of the competitive procurements, experienced price growth We
also found that 14 percent of the noncompetitive procurements expcrlenced a price growth of 25 percent or more, compared to 11 percent
for the competitive procurements Therefore, we concluded that competition reduces both the frequency and severity of price growth Compctitlon IS not a panacea, however, and its effectiveness depends largely on
conditions m the marketplace
We were unable to make a similar comparison for the current review
because 21.6 percent of the contracts did not show the method of purchase. A computer specialist at the Air Force Logistics Command (AE’X)
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Ileadquarters stated that a program had been modified and as a result,
had not recorded the purchase codes. That problem has now been corrected for new procurements, but the method of purchase for previous
procurements remains unavailable.
- -

Purchase Quantity
Variation

-~

Our previous review showed that for 58 percent of the procurements,
unit prices decreased or remained unchanged when purchase quantities
were increased. This relationship is even more apparent in the current
review When quantities increased, unit prices decreased or remained
unchanged for 66 percent of the procurements (See table III 3.)
The data m table III.3 also show that decreases m quantities contribute
to price growth Our earlier review showed that 68.7 percent of
decreased quantity procurements experienced price growth, mcludmg
19 7 percent with more than 25 percent growth. Our current review
showed that 61 3 percent of such procurements experienced price
growth, including 10.3 percent with more than 25 percent growth The
potential for lower prices or avoiding significant price growth on small
quantity purchases, therefore, emphasizes the importance of consohdating purchase requests to the extent possible. Consohdatmg purchase
requests 1sdiscussed on pages 28 and 29

Table
111.3:Price Change by Quantity Varlatlon
-A
Previous review
--.
Quantity
Quantity
Category
Percent
increase
decrease
Prude decrease
8,598
2,883
21 9
1,242
94
--1,875
Nobhange
Less than 25
percent
increase
6,462
49 0
5,873
Mote than 25
percent
2,595
197
1,599
100.0
17.945
Total
13.162

Percent
47 9
105

Quantity
decrease
1,019
318

Current review
Quantity
Percent
Increase
295
3,807
496 92

Percent
58 5
-~ 76
L

327

1,760

51 0

1,929

89
100.0

357
-3.454

103
100.0

282
6.514

29 6
43
1000

As pointed out m our earlier report, a prerequisite for buying in quantity is accurate requirements data. Sufficient quantities must be procured to meet needs, yet excesses must be avoided If a large quantity is
procured but is not sufficient to meet total needs, a subsequent procurement of a small quantity is quite likely to experience price growth
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has successfully raised the number of procurements involving
increased quantity Our previous review showed 57 7 percent of all
procurements had increases m quantities In our current review, 65 3
percent of all procurements had quantity mcreases, as shown m table
111.4.

SA-ALC

Table 111.4:Increased
Procurements

Quantity
Quanhty-deer?%
Quantity Increase
Totai

-~

Previous review
No.
Percent
13,182
423
57
17,945
-_-..-~
_ ~. ~~.--7
31,1278
100.0

-

Current review
No.
Percent
3,454
34 7
-6,514653
. -~ ~.- --~ -9,9668
100.0

aThere were 2,005 compansons with no change In price or quantity In our earlier review and 663 In our
current review

----

DoUar Value of Individual
Procurements

Severe price growth occurs slightly more often m low dollar value
procurements Table III.5 shows that low dollar value ($25,000 or less)
procurements, which made up 87 9 percent of the 10,531 SA-ALC procurement comparisons, accounted for 89 3 percent of the procurements with
a price growth of 25 percent or more.
MM)allocates resources for price or cost analysis based on contract
dollar value We believe this is a prudent pohcy because high dollar
value procurements can expose DOD to significantly greater losses than
low dollar value procurements Procurement officials, however, are also
responsible for performing adequate price analyses on low dollar value
buys.

--“--_

-_-

Table 111.5:Number of Total
ProFurements and Procurements
lncfeasing In Price by 25 Percent
More (In Dollar Ranges)

or
Dollar range
0 - 1,000
1,001 - Ib,ooo

10,001 - 25,000
25,001 - 50,000
50,001 - ioo,ooo
Over 100,000
Total

Page 17
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Total procurements
Percent
Number
138
1,452
624
6,567
11 7
1,236
601
57
355
34
320
30
100.0
10,531

Procurements
with 25
percent or more price
growth
Number
Percent
130
180
424
-58 7
91
126
39
54
~~ - 23
3-2
15
--2 1
722
100.0
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Adequacy of Price Analysis on
Individual Procurements
Some improvement has occurred in the price analyses performed by procurement officials on procurements with a price growth of 25 percent or
more. Table IV.1 shows that on a sample basis, 34.6 percent of such
procurements were inadequately analyzed. The correspondmg figure
from our earlier review was 43 percent. Although improvement has
occurred, the opportunity exists for further improvement since a price
growth of this magnitude should prompt close scrutmy
Another procurement category where analyses need improvement is
first-time buys. Of the 41 first-time buys randomly selected for review,
price analyses on 15, or 36.6 percent, were inadequate Inadequate analyses on first-time buys can perpetuate price growth because the acceptability of future prices often depends on how they compare with
previous prices
To determine the adequacy of price analysis, we reviewed 165 procurements randomly selected from the universe of 15,938 contracts awarded
between April 1, 1984, and March 31, 1985 We concluded that price
analyses were adequate on 109 contracts and inadequate on 46 contracts, as shown in table IV. 1. We were unable to reach a conclusion on
the remaining 10 contracts for a variety of reasons 1Our conclusions
were based on a review of the individual contract file and mtervlews
with the responsible buyer and/or contracting officer These interviews
were done to resolve any questions resulting from a review of the documentation and to provide procurement officials an opportunity to discuss or comment on the case. We interviewed the buyer and/or
contracting officer on 19 of the 25 cases where rate agreements were not
used and 5 buyers and/or contractmg officers responsible for 9 of the 2 1
procurements where rate agreements were used.
‘Some contracts were subsequently canceled, and some were outslde our time frame In dddltmn, WC
were unable to mateh national stock numbers and locate certain file5
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on 165 Sample Contracts

Total
sample
41
36
-26
36
26
165

Category
hy

--

- ---

Table IV.l: Summary
1985

Slrqlc

IV
of Price Analysis
Procurements

items”

Fhct: dccrcaso

No chanyr:
fhx

increase

up to 25%

I We

lncrcasc

over 25%

Total

Awarded

During the 12-Month

Adequate pnce
analysis
Percent
No.
2458 5
24
667
19
73 1
26
722
-- 16
61 5
.- .--_------_
109
66.0

Period Ended March 31,

No conclusion
Inadequate price
reached
analysis
Percent
No.
Percent
No.
2
49
366
15
1
27
306
11
3
115
154
4
-..
- --------3
83
194
7
1
346
9---.------ 38..~
-_-_ ---10
6.1
27.9
46

%lngle buy Items were procured only once since January 1, 1980

ProJecting our sample results, we estimate that procurement officials’
price analyses may have been inadequate on 4,708 contract awards, plus
or minus 1,227 of the 15,938 procurements. This estimate was made at
the 95-percent confidence level, with a standard error rate of plus or
minus 7 7 percent. In other words, between 3,481 and 5,935 contracts
may not have had adequate price analyses.
Our evaluation does not provide a basis for determmmg if prices were
fair and reasonable. However, it does provide a basis for determuung
the vulnerability to excessive prices because adequate price analysis
was not done.

I3u er Actions
Y
Adequate

In determining that 109 contracts received adequate price analyses, we
relied on guidance m FAR, the DOD FAR Supplement, and the Armed Services Pricing Manual Number Two, also known as the Small Purchases
Manual. These documents state that procurement officials are responsible for selecting and using price analysis techniques that will ensure a
fair and reasonable price. For example, the Armed Services Pricing
Manual states that
“For every procurement, the contractmg officer must decide as to the fairness and
reasonableness of the price he 1sgoing to pay for a product or a service The obhgatmn to contract at fair and reasonable prices does not drmuush as we move down the
scale from multr-mlllron dollar contracts for systems acquisrtron to the nickel and
dime Item prices for nuts, bolts and screws
The conclusron that a prme is fair
and reasonable must be based on some form of analysis.
. How detarled the analys~s is will depend on the dollars and the nature of the product
being purchased ”
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To determine that a price is fair and reasonable, a procurement official
may
l

l

l
l
l

Buyer Actions
Inadequate

compare competitive price quotations received in response to a
solicitation,
compare prior quotations and contract prices with current quotations
for the same or similar items,
compare proposed prices with independent government cost estimates,
compare proposed prices with competitive published price hsts, or
exercise personal knowledge that the price quoted reflects the value of
the item being purchased
Table IV.2 summarizes our reasons for concludmg that procurement
officials did not perform adequate price analyses on 46 contracts.

- - -_----_Table W-2: Reasons
Price Analysis

for Inadequate

-_ ---._- - ---____-_______.
lnappropnate
use
of
spare
parts
formula
pnclng agreements
___- -.- --- - -- I_Purchases
under
$1,000
for
which
buyer
performed----no pnce analysis
--. --.-_---._-_-~--------------Invalid_ _pnce
comparison
__ -~. _. _-- -- .--~Inadequate competition
_--_ _ ~_-bther-.-----.-~-~_~~ ~--~-~~

- -

.-.

Total

-

- ~~

..-- ~

21
s
-4
3
4
46

The An Force, after receiving our draft report, sent a letter to all major
commands alerting them of these problems and reminding them of the
proper pricmg procedures. (See app. VII.)
---l-w..

--

-

_-__-~-

Inappropriate Use of Spare
Ikrts Formula Pricing
Agreements

We questioned the acceptance of proposed prices on 21 contracts
because buyers relied on spare parts formula pricing agreements and did
not do adequate price analyses. The Armed Services Pricing Manual
states that knowledge that an agreement exists is important to procurement officials because an agreement describes a contractor’s spare parts
pricing policies and practices The manual also states, however, that
knowing how a company prices spare parts and how spare parts
formula pricing agreements are reviewed by cognizant government plant
representatives does not guarantee the reasonableness of spare parts
prices. The manual requires that price analysis be done to determme
price reasonableness.
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We discussed this issue with SA-ALC officials and provided details on the
individual procurements. SA-ALC officials took immediate action to tell
buyers and contracting officers of the need to do adequate price analyses m conjunction with spare parts formula pricing agreements. We
also told bob of the conditions found at SA-AIG m our report on InappE
pi-late IJse of Rate Agreements (GAO/NSIAD-86-16, Jan. 13, 1986). In
response, DOD requested the secretaries of the Army, Navy, and Air
Force, and t,he Director of DLA to determine if similar conditions existed
at other locations.
IXH),by letter dated May 12, 1986, told us that
the problem of usmg rate agreements had been recognized for some time, and
although some actions had already been taken to improve the sltuatlon, your report
and our subsequent review indicated more controls, training, and procedural
changes are required and will be implemented ”
“

The Air Force also established a FAR case which proposes changes to
exlstrng regulations and outlmes controls for properly estabhshmg, monitormg, and using prlcmg agreements
_ _ _--*__. ._.-.

I’ur(*hases

{Jnder

S 1 ,o()() for

Which Buyers Performed
No Price Analyses

--~.WC questioned eight contracts under 51,000 in value because the buyers
did not perform price analyses before making the awards In five of the
eight cases, the buyer or contracting officer told us that price analyses
were not needed because the purchase price was under $1,000 Although
section 13.106(a)(4) of the FAR contains such a statement, it also points
out that action should be taken to verify price reasonableness when
purchasing an item for which no comparable pricing mformation is
readily available. No valid baseline price existed for any of the eight
contracts we questioned

We discussed these cases with the Chief, Contracts Committee, Directorate of Contracting and Manufacturmg, SA-ALC, who said that buyers
would be reminded of the need to do a price analysis when an item
under $1,000 is purchased for the first time or when a vahd baseline
does not exist for a price comparison The Au- Force subsequently held
seminars at SA-AK on this issue and AFIX Regulation 70-l 8 is being
revised to clarify pricing documentation requirements

--

-- ,

Invalid Price Compansons

We questioned the adequacy of the price analyses on four contracts
because the buyers inappropriately compared the previous price with
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the offered price to determine whether the offered price was fair and
reasonable. Because all the previous prices were also based on price
comparisons, no valid baseline existed for comparison. The Armed Services Prrcmg Manual states that
“A price previously pald should not be accepted as a basis lor dctermmmg that the
offered price is reasonable unless it can be determmed that the ~ICVIO~Saward wa\
based on adequate competltlon or some other vahd method of estabhshmg that t,hc>
prlcr was reasonable ”

Air Force officials agreed that m three of the four cases there was no
valid baseline. In one case, the Air Force pomted out that a 1981 contract had been awarded competltlvely, thus, a valid baseline existed
During our review of this procurement, we obtained a copy of the procurement history used by the buyer when awarding this contract This
procurement history did not show a 1981 contract; however, two prcVIOUScontracts were shown, one m 1982 and one m 1983 Both contract
awards were made on the basis of a comparison to the previous price
This information was used by the buyer and there was no mdlcatlon
that data on a 1981 contract was considered.
--_I_

-

-----

--_.

In 9 of the 46 cases of inadequate price analyses, the buyers Justified
accepting the contract prices because of adequate competition Although
DOD procurement regulations state that adequate competition is presumed to establish a fair and reasonable price, the regulations also state
that the following conditions must exist to satisfy the adequate competltion requirement

Inadequate Competition

. Proposed prices must be srmllar enough to be consldered truly
competitive.
Kesponslve offers must be received from two or mom mdepcndcnt
offerors
. Qualified offerors must not be denied an opportunity to compete.
l

We questioned six of these nine procurement actions because the lowest
proposal and the second lowest proposal differed by more than 50 percent Additional price analyses should have been performed on these
awards We questioned two more awards because only one proposal was
determined to be responsive We questioned the remaining award
because qualified offerors on previous awards were not sol~cltctd and did
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not have an opportunity to compete. In fact, these offerors had proposed lower prices on the previous award than the price accepted on the
contract
Air Force officials stated that the need for at least two responsible and
responsive bidders to establish competition was highlighted in Headquarters, ITS. Air Force and AFLC procedure letters
_ _-__-____ _____--_-_---

Other Inadequate Analyses

We questioned the price analyses on 2 of the 165 sample contracts
because the price had increased more than 50 percent in less than 3
months. In both cases, the buyers had not obtained updated procurement histories and, therefore, were not aware of the increased prices
We questioned a third price analysis because the buyer did not attempt
to verify direct labor and material costs The buyer was a trainee when
this contract was awarded and now realizes that the price analyses
should have been more mclusive.
We questioned a fourth analysis because the buyer stated that a published price list was used to evaluate the proposed price. We found,
however, the part number being purchased did not appear m the price
list In discussing the results of our review, Air Force officials told us
that the buyer did verify that the contractor was a manufacturer of the
part and obtamed mformation which identified another price hst The
buyer then identified the item bemg acquired to that price list The price
list did mclude the item under the same part number but different
nomenclature.
During our field work, we reviewed a copy of a price list and a copy of
the determination and fmdmgs m the contract file. The determination
and fmdmgs is prepared by the buyer to Justify acceptance of the price
The determmation and findings cited the accompanying price list, its
date of publication, and a page number We reviewed this documentation on two separate occasions with the buyer and were advised that the
discrepancy (part number not listed) could not be explamed We therefore contmue to hold the view that the price analysis was inadequate
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Personnel ChangesRelating to Spare
Parts Initiatives
Our current review found three personnel related changes that are the
result of the spare parts initiatives We found, based on a limited
number of interviews, an apparent change m the attitude of procurement officials-a
shift from productlvlty (awarding contracts) to performing quahty price analyses. In addition, the Air Force had hired,
trained, and placed m procurement positions additional personnel
aut,horlzed by the Congress. Fmally, performance appraisals had been
revised to emphasize quality of pricing and competltlve procurement of
spare parts, as required by the uutlatlves.
___--___

--

-__

In our earlier review, we found that buyers had not taken reasonable
action to investigate large price increases We discussed these cases with
the buyers who told us that management had emphasized awarding
small dollar value contracts as quickly as possible to prevent backlogs
and that, consequently, buyers paid little attention to the quality of
price analysis. During the current review, we interviewed 30 buyers, 22
of whom told us that then- supervisors emphasize the quality of price
analysis as well as the number of awards made (productlvlty)

Apparent Shift in
Attitude

We pointed out in our previous report that the emphasis on productivity
had reduced the quantity of price analysis and therefore, the quality of
pricing. Decisions on the proper balance between the cost of analysis
and the dollar value of the procurement will always be a challenge, but
the current focus on quality pricing is needed to strike a better balance.
-.

Additional

---

The spare parts mitiatlves call for

Personnel

. resources (personnel) to induce desirable breakout,l effectlvc competltlve procurement, and improved pricing and
expanded training to ensure proper emphasis, understanding, and skill
level for personnel engaged m the acqulsltlon of spare parts.

l

Our review at SA-AU:found that m *January 1984 newly hired personnel
were training to become contract speclahsts at a %&day course held at
AFLCIIeadquarters Seventy-three of these trainees were later asslgned
to the SA-AU:,Directorate of Contracting and Manufacturing. In
December 19384,an additional 127 trainees were assigned to SA-MC 114
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to the Directorate of Contracting and Manufacturing and 13 to the Dlrectorate of Competltlon Advocacy. The Chief, Contracts Committee, told
us that the quality of the people hired 1sgood and that as the new
buyers become more experienced, the quality of pricing should improve.
___--_~--.

-

Another uutlatlve required the departments and DIG to

Performance
Appraisals

61

rcww pcrformanw evaludtlon factors for acqulsltwn and loglstlcs managers to
mclude cmphasls on spdre parts pncmg, breakout, and compt%ltwn,
”

At SA-AK, the following elements have been added to performance
appraisals for buyers and contracting officers.
keeping abreast of policies, regulations, and laws relating to spare parts
procurement and
. supporting breakout and competltlon initiatives, and surveillance over
the quality of pricing actions

l

SA-AIL:Resource Management Rranch officials told us that awards are
given to mdlvlduals who receive outstanding performance appraisals
and that carrying out the mltiatlves 1s certainly a factor in these
awards In addition, m several instances, individuals have been publicly
recognized for obtaining competition for items previously purchased
sole source
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Improvements Needed in Implementation of
SelectedSpare Parts Initiatives
We believe the Voluntary Refund Program and purchase request consohdatron for items purchased repetitively are the two areas that need
improving to better achieve the intent of the spare parts mltiatives

Voluntary Refund
Program

In 1983 the Secretary of Defense announced a lo-point program as part
of the spare parts initiatives. This program was intended to “set the
tone” for spare parts procurement. Point 7 of this program directed the
services to
take steps to obtain refunds m Instances where we have been overcharged In
those contracts where we have the right to reduce an excessive price and set a more
equitable price, we should not hesitate to exercise that right If we have to, WC
should sue a contractor to recover UnJustifled payments In some cases the contracts
we signed may not give us the legal right to a refund In these Instances, the Servlccs
and Department should aggressively
___
_pursue refunds through discussions with
senior managers of the company
convey to them our strong belief that it 1sm the
best Interests of both the Department of Defense and the defense industry to have
contractors voluntarily refund any payments unJustified ” (Ilnderscormg added )
4‘

In keeping with this initiative, as of September 1985, $21 milhon m
potential voluntary refunds had been identified to the SA-ALC Directorate
of Contracting and Manufacturmg However, only $121,290, or less than
1 percent, had been collected.
We discussed this issue with the Air Force and were told that as of May
1986, refunds totaled $394,397. Air Force officials stated that all of the
potential refunds were being actively reviewed and would be resolved.
While these actions may address the potential refunds previously identified, we learned after our fieldwork had been completed that the Air
Force had reduced the role of the Directorates of Competition Advocacy
m referring potential voluntary refunds to the Directorates of Contractmg and Manufacturmg. In providmg pricmg assistance, the Advocates routinely prepared target prices for items being procured and
compared them to proposed prices. The results were provided to the
Directorates of Contracting and Manufacturing to use, or consider, when
awarding contracts Data gathered during the preparation of these comparisons have been a primary source for identifying potential voluntary
refunds.
During this comparison process, the Advocates often compared the
target price to the price previously paid. It was this comparison that
resulted m referrals for potential voluntary refunds The Advocates had
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been required to make a referral when the comparison showed a potenteal voluntary refund of S2,FiOOor more
The AFIX:Competition Advocate stated m an October 1985 letter to the
Advocates at the five Air Logistics Centers that it proposed to delete all
requirements for voluntary refund referrals with minor exceptions.
I Jnder this proposal, all of the referrals that the Advocates would have
been required to make as a result of their providing pricing assistance
(target prices) would no longer be required The S&AX Directorate of
Competition Advocacy issued implementing mstructlons to its personnel
stating that the requirement for making potential voluntary refund
referrals had been eliminated This change will likely cause a slgmflcant
decline in the number of potential voluntary refunds to be considered by
SA-AIL

Conclusions

We do not believe the change that deleted the requirement to make voluntary refund referrals is desirable or consistent with the Secretary’s
mitlative The Advocates’ partlclpatlon m the voluntary refund program
will be reduced and initiation of potential voluntary refunds will depend
primarily on the initiative of the Directorate of Contracting and Manufacturing. IIowever, personnel in the Directorates of Contracting and
Manufacturing are under pressure to process and award contracts
rather than pursue voluntary refunds. For example, during discussions
concerning a draft of this report Air Force officials stated
the contractmg sltuatlon, its growmg workload and people shortage demand4
that current buys be given emphasis ”
it, was determined more prudent to focus on target prices fat current buy
actions versus pursuing all Items reviewed ”

It appears the Au Force faces a dilemma. It established a system where
the Competition Advocate identified large numbers of “suspected” spare
parts prices resulting m referrals for potential voluntary refunds However, these referrals increased the already heavy work load of the procurement personnel whose maJor mission is to award contracts The AuForce, therefore, ehmmated any requirement for the Advocates to make
referrals This revision will help the work load situation by reducing the
number of referrals procurement personnel must resolve, but it may also
result in questionable spare parts prices going unchallenged.
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Recommendations

We recommend that the Secretary of the Air Force reestabhsh the
requirement for Competition Advocates to make referrals for voluntary
refunds when appropriate We also recommend that the Directorates of
Contracting and Manufacturing be directed to resolve referrals m a
timely mannncr.

Purchase Request
Consolidation Needs
Improvement

In May 1983, the Secretary of the Air Force formed the Au- Force Management Analysis Group to study spare parts acquisition problems, The
Group’s final report concluded that the Air Force is most vulnerable to
excessive prices when small quantities of low dollar value items are purchased and recommended that the Au- Force strive to consolidate
purchases.

_____-____

-----.---__.-

During our review, we found that four separate contracts had been
awarded shortly after another award for the identical spare part. In all
four cases, the purchase requests were in process before award of the
earlier contracts. Consohdation of these procurements, t,herefore, was
feasible and should have occurred For example, on February 1, 1984, a
contractor told SA-AIL that two purchase requests could bc consohdatcd
and proposed a unit price of $ I.29 for 24 units. SA-AX, however,
awarded two contracts-one on March 21, 1984, for 4 units at $1 29
each, and another on June 5, 1984, for 20 units at $2 58 each In another
case, two purchase requests arrived m the Directorate of Contractmg
and Manufacturing 56 minutes apart These purchase requests resulted
m two contract awards made 43 days apart to the same contractor
It was difficult to understand why these procurements were not consohdated Consequently, we analyzed the number of days between awards
made during the period April 1, 1984, through March 31, 1985, that
shows 2,096 spare parts procurements totaling $35 3 milhon were made
within a 6-month period for the same parts. (See table VI. 1 )
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Table
Days Between
-- .----VI.1:-__-------

Days between
0 30
31 60
61-90
91 120
121 150
151 180
Total

buys

of

Procurements

of the Same Spare Parts Purchased From the Same and Different Contractors
Number and dollar value (in m!lhons) of procurements
Different contractor
Total
Same contractor
Procurements
Dollars
Procurements
Dollars
Procurements
217
$36
37
$67
254
231
41
49
1 I280
255
41
58
08
313
257
39
74
13
331
322
46
97
12
419
357
81142
17
499
1,639
$28.4
457
$S.il
2,096

-_

Dollars
$43
51
49
53
58
99
$35.3

~---~-We did not perform a detailed review of the procurements. However, the
data suggests that there may be consolidation opportunities being
missed. We briefed SA-ALC officials on the results of our review. They
said that SA-ALC has made progress in consohdatmg procurements, but
can still improve.

Conclusions

Air Force Headquarters officials told us that several actions had been
taken to improve consohdation of purchase requests. They were:

implemented a mmimum buy policy for economic order quantities
This
policy was programmed into the automated requirements system
9 Specific guldelmes for purchase request consolidation were issued m the
AFl,Csupplement to the FAR
A lomt AFIX: working group, consisting of material managers who generate requirements and contracting personnel who act on these requn-ements, was formed to identify ways of reducing the number of small
dollar purchase requests
An AFIX team of persons from material management and contracting visited SA-AK and the other centers to emphasize the need for acquisition
planning and consohdation.
SA-AK programmed its automated purchase request system to (1) hold
routme purchase requests for 21 days (7 days for urgent purchase
requests) so appropriate consolidation can occur and (2) resolve the
automated system’s problem involving generation of two separate documents for peacetime operating stock and war reserve material (The
system now generates one purchase request with appropriate funds and
packaging mformatlon for both requirements )

l

AIU:

t,hat requires either a $1,000 mmimum buy or 15 years of support

l

l

l
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A bob-foreign military sales purchase request consolidation test was
established to determine if opportumties exist to reduce small quantity
procurements.
These actions should improve the consolidation of purchase requests. It
will, however, be necessary to continue the emphasis, particularly
during periods of heavy work load.
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DEPARTMENT
OF THE AIR FORCE
HEADQUARTERS “tilTED STATES AIR FORCE

WASHINGTON.
DC 20330-5040
18 APR l%G

‘U.11”

Frlce Analysis

Pitfalls

1. The prices we pay for supplies and services continue to be closely watched
by the public during this time of record Federal deficits.
Several reviews
have recently been cunpleted, by both the c90 and the MD/IG, which contain
sane favorable connents and indrcate that our pricing initiatives
are producing
Flower, in one of these recent reviews, the GAOidentified
positive results.
several contract actions where buyers had not taken appropriate pr~rq
actlon
to justify
the acceptance of contract prices.
2. Cur procurement regulations state that adequate canpetition is preslnned to
establish a fair and reasonable price, however; they also state that certain
conditions must exist to satisfy the definition
of adequate conpetition (See
In several 'ases the CA0 found that there was more than a
FAR 15.804-3(b)).
50%difference between the lowest responsible proposal and the second lowest
responsible proposal. While our regulations don't specify what range between
offers is acceptable, a 50%difference is significant
and additional price
analysis, such as cunparison to previous prices , should be taken to confirm the
adequacy of the canpetition.
3. The GW also found competitive procurene nts where prices had increased mre
than 50% in less than thres llPnths and no additional supporting price analysis
was undertaken. Althoqh the limitation
on price increases (WAFG 17.7203(e))
only applies to sole source procurements, such a price increase should cause
one to question the adeguacy of canpetition.
Mditional
price analysis must be
conducted when it appears that price cunpetition has not established prices
that are fair and reasonable.
4. Another problem identified
deals with prices
agreements (FPAs). A FPA is an excellent pricing
cannot be taken for granted because they do not,
and reasonable prices for each individual
item.
analysis techniques should be used to supplement
formula pricing agreement.

generated by formula pricing
tool.
However, their use
in all cases, guarantee fair
In all cases additional price
the price generated by the

5. The G40 also questioned the pricing of several contract actions under A
$1,000 in value because the buyer did not perform any price analysis before
maJung the award. title purchases under $1,000 may be made without
conpetition,
action should be taken to verify price reasonableness when
purchasing an lten for which no conparable pricing information is readily
available or if information exists that suggests the price may not be
reasonable.
6.

'Ihe final

criticism

raised

by the GAOdealt with instance\

tilere buyers

Appendix VII
Letter Dated April 18,1988, From the
Department
of the Air Force

used d price conparrson to conclude that the prices were fair and reasonable
when all the previous baseline prices were based on earlier price canparlsons.
‘Ilmre was no evidence that a valid baseline exrsted for such a cunparison.
In
addition to being checked for validity,
baseline price histories should be
continuously monitored for market sensitivity.

1

7. Although the above examples of pricing pitfalls
were found on spare parts
acquisitions,
they are germane to any acquisition
in which we use price
analysis.
Please mnrnd your buyers of these pitfalls
and ask thm to exmine
their use of price analysis in light of concerns expressed We.
FOR‘IME CHIEF OF STAFF

I

Y

2
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